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New Trucks Prices and Reviews May 21 2021 Buying a truck? This helpful new guide offers information on MSRP and Dealer Invoice prices; specifications and reviews;
standard and optional equipment and features; and buying and leasing advice.
The Creator's Code May 01 2022 Based on in-depth interviews with more than 200 leading entrepreneurs, a lecturer at the Stanford Graduate School of Business
identifies the six essential disciplines needed to transform your ideas into real-world successes. Each of us has the capacity to spot opportunities, invent products, and
build businesses—even $100 million businesses. How do some people turn ideas into enterprises that endure? Why do some people succeed when so many others fail?
The Creator’s Code unlocks the six essential skills that turn small notions into big companies. This landmark book is based on 200 interviews with today’s leading
entrepreneurs including the founders of LinkedIn, Chipotle, eBay, Under Armour, Tesla Motors, SpaceX, Spanx, Airbnb, PayPal, Jetblue, Gilt Groupe, Theranos, and
Dropbox. Over the course of five years, Amy Wilkinson conducted rigorous interviews and analyzed research across many different fields. From the creators of the
companies ranging from Yelp to Chobani to Zipcar, she found that entrepreneurial success works in much the same way. Creators are not born with an innate ability to
conceive and build $100 million enterprises. They work at it. They all share fundamental skills that can be learned, practiced, and passed on. The Creator’s Code reveals
six skills that make creators of all kinds of endeavors breakthrough. These skills aren’t rare gifts or slim chance talents. Entrepreneurship, Wilkinson demonstrates, is
accessible to everyone.
Data Mining for Design and Marketing Jan 17 2021 Data Mining for Design and Marketing shows how to design and integrate data mining tools into human thinking
processes in order to make better business decisions, especially in designing and marketing products and systems. The expert contributors discuss how data mining can
identify valuable consumer patterns, which aid marketers and designers in detecting consumers’ needs. They also explore visualization tools based on the computational
methods of data mining. Discourse analysis, chance discovery, knowledge discovery, formal concept analysis, and an adjacency matrix are just some of the novel
approaches covered. The book explains how these methods can be applied to website design, the retrieval of scientific articles from a database, personalized e-commerce
support tools, and more. Through the techniques of data mining, this book demonstrates how to effectively design business processes and develop competitive products
and services. By embracing data mining tools, businesses can better understand the behavior and needs of their customers.
Lemon-Aid New Cars and Trucks 2012 Oct 02 2019 Offers advice for prospective buyers of cars and trucks, reveals information on secret warranties and confidential
service bulletins, and tells how to complain and get results.
1999 Manual Changes Jun 21 2021
Imaging in Advertising Sep 12 2020 Through a series of case studies, Fern L. Johnson examines how verbal and visual images produce meaning, exploring
advertisements for cigarettes, alcohol, and cosmetics.
Lemon-Aid New Cars and Trucks 2011 Jun 29 2019 As U.S. and Canadian automakers and dealers face bankruptcy and Toyota battles unprecedented quality-control
problems, Lemon-Aid guides steer the confused and anxious buyer through the economic meltdown unlike any other car-and-truck books on the market. Phil
Edmonston, Canada's automotive "Dr. Phil" for more than 40 years, pulls no punches. In this all-new guide he says: Chrysler's days are numbered with the dubious
help of Fiat. Electric cars and ethanol power are PR gimmicks. Diesel and natural gas are the future. Be wary of "zombie" vehicles: Jaguar, Land Rover, Saab, and
Volvo. Mercedes-Benz -- rich cars, poor quality. There's only one Saturn you should buy. Toyota -- enough apologies: "when you mess up, 'fess up."
Training Guide Programming in HTML5 with JavaScript and CSS3 (MCSD) Nov 02 2019 Designed to help experienced programmers develop real-world, job-rolespecific skills—this Training Guide focuses on creating applications with HTML5, JavaScript, and CSS3. Build hands-on expertise through a series of lessons, exercises,
and suggested practices—and help maximize your performance on the job. Provides in-depth, hands-on training you take at your own pace Focuses on job-role-specific
expertise for using HTML5, JavaScript, and CSS3 to begin building modern web and Windows 8 apps Features pragmatic lessons, exercises, and practices Creates a
foundation of skills which, along with on-the-job experience, can be measured by Microsoft Certification exams such as 70-480 Coverage includes: creating HTML5
documents; implementing styles with CSS3; JavaScript in depth; using Microsoft developer tools; AJAX; multimedia support; drawing with Canvas and SVG; drag and
drop functionality; location-aware apps; web storage; offline apps; writing your first simple Windows 8 apps; and other key topics
Security and Safety Interplay of Intelligent Software Systems Mar 19 2021 This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the International
Workshop on Interplay of Security, Safety and System/Software Architecture, CSITS 2018, and the International Workshop on Cyber Security for Intelligent
Transportation Systems, ISSA 2018, held in Barcelona, Spain, in September 2018, in conjunction with the 23rd European Symposium on Research in Computer
Security, ESORICS 2018. The ISSA 2018 workshop received 10 submissions from which 3 full papers and 1 short paper were accepted. They cover topics such as
software security engineering, domain-specific security and privacy architectures, and automative security. In addition, an invited paper on safety and security coengineering intertwining is included. The CSITS 2018 workshop received 9 submissions from which 5 full papers and 1 short paper were accepted. The selected papers
deal with car security and aviation security.
Edmund's 1997 New Trucks Prices & Reviews Aug 12 2020 Lists manufacturers' suggested retail and dealer invoice prices for all models, foreign and domestic, along
with information on standard and optional equipment, specifications and reviews, and buying and leasing advice
Popular Mechanics Jun 09 2020 Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world. Whether it’s practical DIY homeimprovement tips, gadgets and digital technology, information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -- PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech
lifestyle.
Toyota Gas Pedals Nov 14 2020
Sustainable Transportation Options for the 21st Century and Beyond Feb 04 2020 This book includes an in-depth analysis of the environmental and energy security
impacts of replacing the internal combustion engine vehicle with various forms of electric vehicles and replacing gasoline and diesel fuel with alternative fuels including
electricity, hydrogen and biofuels. In addition to a detailed “well-to-wheels” analysis of local air pollution, greenhouse gas emissions and oil consumption for each
alternative vehicle, the book estimates the market penetration potential of each fuel/vehicle combination to determine the most likely societal impact of each alternative
vehicle pathway. To support the market penetration estimates, the book analyses the likely cost of each alternative vehicle in mass production and the cost of installing
the necessary fuel infrastructure to support each option. The book provides sufficient detail to allow decision makers in governments and industry to choose among the
alternative vehicle/fuel combinations that will lead to a truly sustainable transportation system.
Learning Functional Programming in Go Jan 05 2020 Function literals, Monads, Lazy evaluation, Currying, and more About This Book Write concise and
maintainable code with streams and high-order functions Understand the benefits of currying your Golang functions Learn the most effective design patterns for
functional programming and learn when to apply each of them Build distributed MapReduce solutions using Go Who This Book Is For This book is for Golang
developers comfortable with OOP and interested in learning how to apply the functional paradigm to create robust and testable apps. Prior programming experience
with Go would be helpful, but not mandatory. What You Will Learn Learn how to compose reliable applications using high-order functions Explore techniques to
eliminate side-effects using FP techniques such as currying Use first-class functions to implement pure functions Understand how to implement a lambda expression in

Go Compose a working application using the decorator pattern Create faster programs using lazy evaluation Use Go concurrency constructs to compose a functionality
pipeline Understand category theory and what it has to do with FP In Detail Functional programming is a popular programming paradigm that is used to simplify many
tasks and will help you write flexible and succinct code. It allows you to decompose your programs into smaller, highly reusable components, without applying
conceptual restraints on how the software should be modularized. This book bridges the language gap for Golang developers by showing you how to create and consume
functional constructs in Golang. The book is divided into four modules. The first module explains the functional style of programming; pure functional programming
(FP), manipulating collections, and using high-order functions. In the second module, you will learn design patterns that you can use to build FP-style applications. In
the next module, you will learn FP techniques that you can use to improve your API signatures, to increase performance, and to build better Cloud-native applications.
The last module delves into the underpinnings of FP with an introduction to category theory for software developers to give you a real understanding of what pure
functional programming is all about, along with applicable code examples. By the end of the book, you will be adept at building applications the functional way. Style
and approach This book takes a pragmatic approach and shows you techniques to write better functional constructs in Golang. We'll also show you how use these
concepts to build robust and testable apps.
Code of Federal Regulations, Title 49, Transportation, Parts 572-999, Revised as of October 1, 2009 Mar 31 2022
Bridging Relational and NoSQL Databases Dec 28 2021 Relational databases have been predominant for many years and are used throughout various industries. The
current system faces challenges related to size and variety of data thus the NoSQL databases emerged. By joining these two database models, there is room for crucial
developments in the field of computer science. Bridging Relational and NoSQL Databases is an innovative source of academic content on the convergence process
between databases and describes key features of the next database generation. Featuring coverage on a wide variety of topics and perspectives such as BASE approach,
CAP theorem, and hybrid and native solutions, this publication is ideally designed for professionals and researchers interested in the features and collaboration of
relational and NoSQL databases.
Popular Mechanics Dec 04 2019 Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world. Whether it’s practical DIY homeimprovement tips, gadgets and digital technology, information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -- PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech
lifestyle.
Der Bro Code für Eltern Sep 05 2022 Ihr wünscht euch ein Baby oder habt sogar schon eins bekommen? Da gehen euch sicher ein paar wichtige Fragen durch den Kopf,
wie etwa: -Werden wir gute Eltern sein? -Können wir uns das leisten? -Werden wir je wieder Sex haben? Die Antwort auf jede dieser Fragen ist ein knallhartes Nein.
Aber nur weil euer Dasein von nun an ein vor sich hintrocknender Fliegenschiss auf der Leinwand des Lebens sein wird, heißt das noch längst nicht, dass euer Kind
genau so ein Lahmarsch werden muss wie ihr selbst. Der Bro Code für Eltern hilft euch -einen Namen für das Baby auszusuchen, mit dem euer Kind nicht im
Schulbesenschrank landet -ein wirklich heißes Kindermädchen zu fi nden -eurem Kind Klassiker wie "Die Titten im Bus" beizubringen Mit farbigen Illustrationen,
interaktiven Arbeitsblättern und sogar einer Anleitung, wie man aus einem Buggy einen Broggy macht, bietet euch Der Bro Code für Eltern alles, was ihr braucht, um
ein Kind großzuziehen, das fast so hammergeil wird wie ich. Fast.
Sports Cars Illustrated Jul 31 2019
Code of Federal Regulations, Title 49, Transportation, Pt. 400-599, Revised as of October 1, 2005 Jul 03 2022
Bro Code for Parents Jun 02 2022 Shares "bro-style" advice for prospective parents that declares that the cool time of life is over once children arrive and explains how
to render a child's life awesome in spite of parental lameness.
Safety Related Recall Campaigns for Motor Vehicles and Motor Vehicle Equipment, Including Tires, Reported to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration by
Domestic and Foreign Vehicle Manufacturers, January 1, 1998 to December 31, 1998 Jan 29 2022
The Hidden One Apr 07 2020 The discovery of an Amish bishop's remains leads chief of police Kate Burkholder to unearth a chilling secret in The Hidden One, a new
thriller from bestselling author Linda Castillo. Over a decade ago, beloved Amish bishop Ananias Stoltzfus disappeared without a trace. When skeletal remains showing
evidence of foul play are unearthed, his disappearance becomes even more sinister. The town’s elders arrive in Painters Mill to ask chief of police Kate Burkholder for
help, but she quickly realizes she has a personal connection to the crime. The handsome Amish man who stands accused of the murder, Jonas Bowman, was Kate’s first
love. Forced to confront a painful episode from her past, Kate travels to Pennsylvania’s Kishacoquillas Valley, where the Amish culture differs dramatically from the
traditions she knows. Though Bishop Stoltzfus was highly respected, she soon hears about a dark side to this complex man. What was he hiding that resulted in his own
brutal death? Someone doesn’t want Kate asking questions. But even after being accosted and threatened in the dead of night, she refuses to back down. Is she too close
to the case—and to Jonas—to see clearly? There’s a killer in the Valley who will stop at nothing to keep the past buried. Will they get to Kate before she can expose the
truth? Or will the bishop’s secrets remain hidden forever?
Popular Mechanics Aug 31 2019 Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world. Whether it’s practical DIY homeimprovement tips, gadgets and digital technology, information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -- PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech
lifestyle.
De code Oct 26 2021 Het Zweedse thrillerfenomeen van de uitgever van Dan Brown en Michael Crichton 'De code heeft een ongekend goed gestructureerd plot en levert
een adembenemende leeservaring op. Net als De Da Vinci Code, maar dan nog slimmer en beter geschreven.' - Dagens Nyheter 'Een ongelooflijke race tegen de klok
Fredrik Olsson heeft een verbijsterende thriller geschreven, wellicht een van de beste van Zweden.' - BTJ In Amsterdam wordt de jonge historica Janine Haynes
vermist. Ze is voor het laatst gezien in een druk café. In Berlijn wordt een dakloze man vermoord door drie mannen in een nepambulance. En in Stockholm verdwijnt
voormalig cryptoloog William Sandberg uit het ziekenhuis na een mislukte zelfmoordpoging. Schijnbaar losstaande gebeurtenissen die echter de aanleiding vormen
voor een zenuwslopende zoektocht. Sandberg blijkt gevangen te zijn genomen door een schimmige organisatie en is naar een afgelegen kasteel ergens in Europa
gebracht. Daar wordt hij gedwongen een ultrageheime, gecodeerde boodschap te ontcijferen. Dan vindt er een virusuitbraak plaats en sterven duizenden mensen een
gruwelijke dood. Zolang Sandberg geen oplossing heeft gevonden, zijn de gevolgen niet te overzien Fredrik T. Olsson (1969) is scenarioschrijver voor film en televisie in
Göteborg, Zweden.
Meaning in the Media Aug 24 2021 Meaning in the Media addresses the issue of how we should respond to competing claims about meaning put forward in
confrontations between people or organisations in highly charged circumstances such as bitter public controversies and expensive legal disputes. Alan Durant draws
attention to the pervasiveness and significance of such meaning-related disputes in the media, investigating how their 'meaning' dimension is best described and
explained. Through his analysis of deception, distortion, bias, false advertising, offensiveness and other kinds of communicative behaviour that trigger interpretive
disputes, Durant shows that we can understand both meaning and media better if we focus in new ways on moments in discourse when the apparently continuous flow
of understanding and agreement breaks down. This lively and contemporary volume will be invaluable to students and teachers of linguistics, media studies, journalism
and law.
Programming with Scala Oct 14 2020 This reader-friendly textbook presents a concise and easy to follow introduction to Scala. Scala is an ideal first programming
language, which permits programming in multiple paradigms, and enables developers to be more productive with modern computing infrastructures such as distributed
environments. Topics and features: provides review questions and problem-solving exercises (with solutions) in each chapter, inspired by real-world applications;
addresses each topic in a self-contained manner, highlighting how Scala can be evolved and grown according to the developer’s needs; presents examples from a broad
range of different application domains, including consumer electronics, online payment, retail, vehicle manufacturing, and healthcare; encourages an innovationoriented mind-set, and the development of practical, saleable skills; draws from the author’s extensive experience in industrial software development, academic
research, and university teaching. This accessible and hands-on guide will embolden professional software engineers to make the switch to Scala. Instructors teaching
introductory programming courses will also find this textbook popular among their students.
Autocar Mar 07 2020
The Code of Federal Regulations of the United States of America Aug 04 2022 The Code of Federal Regulations is the codification of the general and permanent rules
published in the Federal Register by the executive departments and agencies of the Federal Government.
Electric Powertrain May 09 2020 The why, what and how of the electric vehicle powertrain Empowers engineering professionals and students with the knowledge and
skills required to engineer electric vehicle powertrain architectures, energy storage systems, power electronics converters and electric drives. The modern electric
powertrain is relatively new for the automotive industry, and engineers are challenged with designing affordable, efficient and high-performance electric powertrains as
the industry undergoes a technological evolution. Co-authored by two electric vehicle (EV) engineers with decades of experience designing and putting into production
all of the powertrain technologies presented, this book provides readers with the hands-on knowledge, skills and expertise they need to rise to that challenge. This fourpart practical guide provides a comprehensive review of battery, hybrid and fuel cell EV systems and the associated energy sources, power electronics, machines, and

drives. The first part of the book begins with a historical overview of electromobility and the related environmental impacts motivating the development of the electric
powertrain. Vehicular requirements for electromechanical propulsion are then presented. Battery electric vehicles (BEV), fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEV), and
conventional and hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) are then described, contrasted and compared for vehicle propulsion. The second part of the book features in-depth
analysis of the electric powertrain traction machines, with a particular focus on the induction machine and the surface- and interior-permanent magnet ac machines.
The brushed dc machine is also considered due to its ease of operation and understanding, and its historical place, especially as the traction machine on NASA’s Mars
rovers. The third part of the book features the theory and applications for the propulsion, charging, accessory, and auxiliary power electronics converters. Chapters are
presented on isolated and non-isolated dc-dc converters, traction inverters, and battery charging. The fourth part presents the introductory and applied
electromagnetism required as a foundation throughout the book. • Introduces and holistically integrates the key EV powertrain technologies. • Provides a
comprehensive overview of existing and emerging automotive solutions. • Provides experience-based expertise for vehicular and powertrain system and sub-system level
study, design, and optimization. • Presents many examples of powertrain technologies from leading manufacturers. • Discusses the dc traction machines of the Mars
rovers, the ultimate EVs from NASA. • Investigates the environmental motivating factors and impacts of electromobility. • Presents a structured university teaching
stream from introductory undergraduate to postgraduate. • Includes real-world problems and assignments of use to design engineers, researchers, and students alike. •
Features a companion website with numerous references, problems, solutions, and practical assignments. • Includes introductory material throughout the book for the
general scientific reader. • Contains essential reading for government regulators and policy makers. Electric Powertrain: Energy Systems, Power Electronics and Drives
for Hybrid, Electric and Fuel Cell Vehicles is an important professional resource for practitioners and researchers in the battery, hybrid, and fuel cell EV transportation
industry. The book is a structured holistic textbook for the teaching of the fundamental theories and applications of energy sources, power electronics, and electric
machines and drives to engineering undergraduate and postgraduate students. Textbook Structure and Suggested Teaching Curriculum This is primarily an
engineering textbook covering the automotive powertrain, energy storage and energy conversion, power electronics, and electrical machines. A significant additional
focus is placed on the engineering design, the energy for transportation, and the related environmental impacts. This textbook is an educational tool for practicing
engineers and others, such as transportation policy planners and regulators. The modern automobile is used as the vehicle upon which to base the theory and
applications, which makes the book a useful educational reference for our industry colleagues, from chemists to engineers. This material is also written to be of interest
to the general reader, who may have little or no interest in the power electronics and machines. Introductory science, mathematics, and an inquiring mind suffice for
some chapters. The general reader can read the introduction to each of the chapters and move to the next as soon as the material gets too advanced for him or her. Part I
Vehicles and Energy Sources Chapter 1 Electromobility and the Environment Chapter 2 Vehicle Dynamics Chapter 3 Batteries Chapter 4 Fuel Cells Chapter 5
Conventional and Hybrid Powertrains Part II Electrical Machines Chapter 6 Introduction to Traction Machines Chapter 7 The Brushed DC Machine Chapter 8
Induction Machines Chapter 9 Surface-permanent-magnet AC Machines Chapter 10: Interior-permanent-magnet AC Machines Part III Power Electronics Chapter 11
DC-DC Converters Chapter 12 Isolated DC-DC Converters Chapter 13 Traction Drives and Three-phase Inverters Chapter 14 Battery Charging Chapter 15 Control of
the Electric Drive Part IV Basics Chapter 16 Introduction to Electromagnetism, Ferromagnetism, and Electromechanical Energy Conversion The first third of the book
(Chapters 1 to 6), plus parts of Chapters 14 and 16, can be taught to the general science or engineering student in the second or third year. It covers the introductory
automotive material using basic concepts from mechanical, electrical, environmental, and electrochemical engineering. Chapter 14 on electrical charging and Chapter 16
on electromagnetism can also be used as a general introduction to electrical engineering. The basics of electromagnetism, ferromagnetism and electromechanical energy
conversion (Chapter 16) and dc machines (Chapter 7) can be taught to second year (sophomore) engineering students who have completed introductory electrical circuits
and physics. The third year (junior) students typically have covered ac circuit analysis, and so they can cover ac machines, such as the induction machine (Chapter 8)
and the surface permanent-magnet ac machine (Chapter 9). As the students typically have studied control theory, they can investigate the control of the speed and
torque loops of the motor drive (Chapter 15). Power electronics, featuring non-isolated buck and boost converters (Chapter 11), can also be introduced in the third year.
The final-year (senior) students can then go on to cover the more advanced technologies of the interior-permanent-magnet ac machine (Chapter 10). Isolated power
converters (Chapter 12), such as the full-bridge and resonant converters, inverters (Chapter 13), and power-factor-corrected battery chargers (Chapter 14), are covered
in the power electronics section. This material can also be covered at the introductory postgraduate level. Various homework, simulation, and research exercises are
presented throughout the textbook. The reader is encouraged to attempt these exercises as part of the learning experience. Instructors are encouraged to contact the
author, John Hayes, direct to discuss course content or structure.
Federal Register Jul 23 2021
Popular Mechanics Apr 19 2021 Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world. Whether it’s practical DIY homeimprovement tips, gadgets and digital technology, information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -- PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech
lifestyle.
1997 Edmund's New Trucks Sep 24 2021 Lists the MSRP and dealer invoice prices including the costs of standard vs. optional equipment, provides detailed
specifications and reviews, offers advice for both buying and leasing, and explains how to save time and money when purchasing a truck, van, or sport utility vehicle.
Original.
The Code Feb 27 2022 Un thriller avvincente, un viaggio nella struttura più profonda dell'essere umano, nel codice genetico, perché proprio nel DNA del protagonista,
William Sandberg, è criptato un codice che va debellato come un virus. Ieri Sandberg sperava di non rivedere più la luce del sole; oggi, il domani dell'umanità dipende
solo da lui. Per fortuna, il senso dell'umorismo non gli è mai mancato.
Manuale di elettronica Toyota RAV4 Dec 16 2020 Electronic Auto Volt Toyota RAV 4, che tratta i motori RAV 4, è l'indispensabile manuale tecnico di riparazione
elettronica con moltissime informazioni ufficiali sull'impianto elettronico ed elettrico delle auto. Le dettagliate procedure di intervento diagnostico sono un valido
supporto agli strumenti di diagnosi per l'officina.
Code of Federal Regulations Nov 07 2022 Special edition of the Federal Register, containing a codification of documents of general applicability and future effect ...
with ancillaries.
Easy R Nov 26 2021 Do you want to learn R? This book is built on the premise that anyone with a bit of free time and a healthy curiosity can learn to use R in their
studies or at work. The authors focus on using R to do useful things like writing reports, creating data and graphs, accessing datasets collected by others, preparing
data, and conducting simple data analysis. In this book you’ll learn how to: install R and RStudio®, and set up an RStudio® project and folders; write an essay with
graphs based on simple real-world data using R Markdown; create variables from everyday numeric information and visualize data through five types of charts—bar
plot, histogram, pie chart, scatter plot, and time series line plot—to identify patterns in the data; write and run R programs, and prepare your data following the
tidyverse approach; import external datasets into R, install R data packages, and carry out initial data validity checks; conduct exploratory data analysis through three
exercises involving data on voting outcomes, natural resource consumption, and gross domestic product (GDP) via data visualization, correlation coefficient, and simple
regression; and write a research paper on the impact of GDP per capita on life expectancy using R Markdown. Student-friendly language and examples (such as bingewatched shows on Netflix, and the top 5 songs on Spotify), cumulative learning, and practice exercises make this a must-have guide for a variety of courses where data
are used and reports need to be written. Code and datasets used to carry out the examples in the book are available on an accompanying website.
Der Code Oct 06 2022 In Amsterdam fällt die junge Sumerologin Janine Haynes einem Verbrechen zum Opfer. Zur gleichen Zeit ermorden drei als Sanitäter getarnte
Unbekannte in Berlin einen Obdachlosen. Und in Stockholm verschwindet der Kryptologe und Software-Experte William Sandberg spurlos aus seinem Klinikbett. Seine
Ex-Frau Christiane will nicht an eine eigenmächtige Flucht glauben. Denn in seinem leer geräumten Appartement , entdeckt sie einen Gegenstand, den er nie
zurücklassen würde. Sehr schnell gibt es keinen Zweifel mehr, dass William entführt wurde. Und dass es um die Entschlüsselung einer Botschaft geht, die in der DNA
des Menschen verborgen liegt ... – »Der Code«, ein so intelligenter wie mitreißender Thriller über das Lüften eines jahrtausendealten Geheimnisses. Ein Thriller, wie es
ihn noch nie gegeben hat.
Daily Graphic Feb 15 2021
Love is On the Air Jul 11 2020 Fans of Jane Fallon, Adele Parks and Candace Bushnell will devour this heart-warming and hilarious rom-com from Sunday Times
bestselling author Jane Moore. What are you waiting for? 'Warm, witty and wickedly enjoyable' -- Julie Burchill 'A slickly plotted, sassy tale' -- Cosmopolitan
'Entertaining and compelling' -- heat 'Moore has a lovely turn of phrase and it's witty writing at its best.' -- ***** Reader review 'I couldn't put it down' -- ***** Reader
review 'I absolutely loved it - give it a whirl!!' -- ***** Reader review 'A brilliant read - right from page one!' -- ***** Reader review
************************************************************* SHOULD SHE TAKE A CHANCE AND RISK EVERYTHING? Cam Simpson has been going
out with Dean for six years. Her life is comfortable and cosy and dependable, generous and manly Dean is everything she could possibly want, right? Not quite. Dean
seems more interested in football than her these days and their relationship has become a little predictable. But isn't that what happens when you've been with someone

for that long? Deciding all she needs is a holiday with the girls she sets off for Tenerife with her two best friends. Almost immediately she meets single-father Tom and
rather disturbingly feels that lost spark ignite. But blaming the sun, sea and sangria, she returns home ready to recapture what she and Dean once had. Until one
morning, over the radio, Cam hears 'Tom has written in to the show. He came back from holiday in Tenerife a couple of weeks ago and wants to trace a lovely woman he
met there called Cam...' With the man she's decided to commit herself to sitting right there beside her, Cam knows she can't brush this one under the carpet. And she is
forced to finally ask herself the crucial question: should she settle for Mr Good Enough or risk it all for Mr Maybe He's The One?
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